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Program Guide 
Sunday, 24 January 2021 

6:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Keep the party vibe going with wall-to-wall music videos, from new releases to classics 

and the long-forgotten. 

  

7:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Ease into your Sunday with an intelligent and engaging mix of news, updated 

information, in-depth analysis, interviews, politics and weather. Presented by Fauziah 

Ibrahim and Kathryn Robinson plus sport with Jared Coote. 

  

10:00am Offsiders: Summer Series 

(CC) 

Offsiders is back to discuss the Australia v India Test Series, Big Bash, A-League, W-

League, NBL and tennis players head to Melbourne to prepare in quarantine for the 

Australian Open. Presented by Tony Armstrong. 

  

10:30am The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 

Beverley O'Connor presents the week's best international stories from an Australian 

perspective, as seen by ABC reporters posted in Europe, North America, the Middle East, 

North Asia, South Asia and the Pacific. (Return) 

  

11:00am Compass: Leagueability 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

A heart-warming, inspirational story about a bunch of young blokes who live for the 

game but have never been allowed to play and start a physical disability rugby league 

competition in regional Australia. 

  

11:30am Songs of Praise: Whitby 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

The Rev Kate Bottley visits Whitby, North Yorkshire to discover how Quaker values 

impacted Captain James Cook's life, and how the life of St Hilda of Whitby influenced the 

town. 

  

12:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 
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12:30pm Golden Guitar Awards 2021 

(CC) 

The ABC and the Tamworth Country Music Festival bring you the very best country music 

Australia has to offer with the 49th annual Golden Guitar Awards. 

  

2:00pm Landline Summer: All about Bees 

(CC) 

A look back at some of our best stories. This episode is all about bees. The beehive 

detecting destructive hitch-hiking mites plus coordinating the mass migration of millions 

of bees to pollinate Australian orchards. 

  

2:30pm War On Waste: The Battle Continues 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Craig Reucassel returns for Season 2 of the series that sparked action across the nation. 

Craig explores our reliance on single-use plastic such as bottles and straws that damage 

waterways and marine life. 

  

3:30pm Everyone's A Critic: Art Gallery Of New South Wales (Part 2) 
(CC,Repeat,PG,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the 

following program contains images and voices of people who have died) 

Everyday Aussies-turned art critics return to the Art Gallery of New South Wales. J-Maine 

and Levi, Alexander and Rudo, Juliette and Rick, Harry and Maurice and Maria and 

Monique cast their eye and opinions over the artwork.  

  

4:00pm Football: W-League: Round 5 - Western Sydney Wanderers v Newcastle Jets 

(CC) 

All eyes will be on the W-League ahead of the Women's World Cup held in Australia in 

2023. Leading Australian players vie for spots in the Matildas squad, as the Western 

Sydney Wanderers face the Newcastle Jets in Round 5. 

  

6:00pm Antiques Roadshow: Senate House 2 

(CC) 

A return visit to the heart of London as Fiona Bruce and the experts descend on the 

University of London's art deco jewel of Senate House in Bloomsbury. The first guest is a 

man who has flown in that morning from Antwerp. 

  

7:00pm ABC News Sunday 
(CC) 

  

7:40pm 

 

*New 

Episode* 

Grand Designs: House Of The Year: Houses that Fit into their Surroundings 
(CC) 

Kevin McCloud, architect Damion Burrows and design expert Michelle Ogundehin look at 

five inspiring homes including a striking stone property in the middle of a nature reserve 

and a black timber box in Skye. 
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8:30pm Joanna Lumley's Unseen Adventures 

(CC,AD,M,Coarse Language) 

Joanna Lumley travels the length of India, before taking us back to Uzbekistan, where 

she reveals some gory tales of the country's history and discovers the secrets of gem-

making. 

  

9:15pm Stateless: Run Sofie Run 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language) 

A peaceful protest turns chaotic as detainees break out of Barton and Clare struggles 

with the fallout. Cam discovers Janice is harbouring the escapees and Ameer tries to 

keep the secret of how he made it to Australia. 

  

10:10pm Killing Eve: Meetings Have Biscuits 

(CC,Repeat,M,Violence) 

Villanelle agrees to a job which will take her back to London. Carolyn's Moscow contacts 

come in use when Eve and the Bitter Pill team unravel a potential lead to The Twelve. 

  

10:55pm No Offence 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Violence) 

Tensions run high between Joy, Dinah and Deering as they look at the possibility of the 

Attahs' operations stretching to the collusion of one of their own team. An urgent search 

for a missing girl grows complicated. 

  

11:40pm Endeavour: Pylon 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult themes, drug references, violence) 

The death of a schoolgirl brings Endeavour back to Oxford. When he refuses to accept 

that the main suspect is guilty, Endeavour must uncover the truth and rescue a victim 

before it is too late. 

  

1:10am F*!#ing Adelaide: Maude Loves Us 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language)Final 

The siblings battle disbelief and exhaustion as they attempt to fulfil the impossible 

wishes of their mother. They stumble over each other to prepare a speech about Maude 

while Cleo just wants a moment to give her something. 

  

1:35am rage 

(CC,MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 

time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 
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4:15am No Offence 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Violence) 

Tensions run high between Joy, Dinah and Deering as they look at the possibility of the 

Attahs' operations stretching to the collusion of one of their own team. An urgent search 

for a missing girl grows complicated. 

  

5:00am Poh's Kitchen: Gnocchi With Andre Ursini 
(CC,Repeat,G) 

Poh has invited Andre Ursini into the kitchen. Like Poh reconnecting with her Malaysian 

background through food, so too has Andre been bonding with his Italian heritage. 

  

5:30am Compass: Leagueability 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

A heart-warming, inspirational story about a bunch of young blokes who live for the 

game but have never been allowed to play and start a physical disability rugby league 

competition in regional Australia. 
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Other States: 

Queensland  
  

2:30pm Everyone's A Critic: Art Gallery Of New South Wales (Part 2) 
(CC,Repeat,PG,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the following 

program contains images and voices of people who have died) 

Everyday Aussies-turned art critics return to the Art Gallery of New South Wales. J-Maine and 

Levi, Alexander and Rudo, Juliette and Rick, Harry and Maurice and Maria and Monique cast 

their eye and opinions over the artwork.  

  

3:00pm Football: W-League: Round 5 - Western Sydney Wanderers v Newcastle Jets 

(CC) 

All eyes will be on the W-League ahead of the Women's World Cup held in Australia in 2023. 

Leading Australian players vie for spots in the Matildas squad, as the Western Sydney 

Wanderers face the Newcastle Jets in Round 5. 

  

5:00pm War On Waste: The Battle Continues 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Craig Reucassel returns for Season 2 of the series that sparked action across the nation. Craig 

explores our reliance on single-use plastic such as bottles and straws that damage waterways 

and marine life. 
 

Northern Territory 

  

2:30pm Football: W-League: Round 5 - Western Sydney Wanderers v Newcastle Jets 

(CC) 

All eyes will be on the W-League ahead of the Women's World Cup held in Australia in 2023. 

Leading Australian players vie for spots in the Matildas squad, as the Western Sydney 

Wanderers face the Newcastle Jets in Round 5. 

  

4:30pm War On Waste: The Battle Continues 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Craig Reucassel returns for Season 2 of the series that sparked action across the nation. Craig 

explores our reliance on single-use plastic such as bottles and straws that damage waterways 

and marine life. 

  

5:30pm Everyone's A Critic: Art Gallery Of New South Wales (Part 2) 
(CC,Repeat,PG,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the following 

program contains images and voices of people who have died) 

Everyday Aussies-turned art critics return to the Art Gallery of New South Wales. J-Maine and 

Levi, Alexander and Rudo, Juliette and Rick, Harry and Maurice and Maria and Monique cast 

their eye and opinions over the artwork.  
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South Australia  
  

3:30pm Football: W-League: Round 5 - Western Sydney Wanderers v Newcastle Jets 

(CC) 

All eyes will be on the W-League ahead of the Women's World Cup held in Australia in 2023. 

Leading Australian players vie for spots in the Matildas squad, as the Western Sydney 

Wanderers face the Newcastle Jets in Round 5. 

  

5:30pm Everyone's A Critic: Art Gallery Of New South Wales (Part 2) 

(CC,Repeat,PG,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the following 

program contains images and voices of people who have died) 

Everyday Aussies-turned art critics return to the Art Gallery of New South Wales. J-Maine and 

Levi, Alexander and Rudo, Juliette and Rick, Harry and Maurice and Maria and Monique cast 

their eye and opinions over the artwork.  
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Monday, 25 January 2021 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Antiques Roadshow 

(CC,Repeat) 

11:00am Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the 

following program contains images and voices of people who have died) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:00pm Unforgotten 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language) 

2:00pm The Letdown 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language) 

2:35pm The Ex-PM 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Sexual References) 

3:00pm Silvia's Italian Table 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

3:30pm Poh's Kitchen Lends A Hand 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

4:00pm The Heights 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

4:30pm Back Roads 

(CC,Repeat,PG,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the 

following program contains images and voices of people who have died) 

5:00pm Escape From The City 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm Julia Zemiro's Home Delivery: Barrie Cassidy 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Barrie Cassidy takes Julia back to his childhood home in Chiltern in Victoria's goldrush 

country. He describes his father's war experience and shows Julia a house that once had 

no running water in the kitchen.  

  

6:30pm Anh's Brush With Fame: Sigrid Thornton 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Anh is joined by Australian screen legend Sigrid Thornton for an intimate chat about the 

people and moments that have shaped her life, world-view and career. Will Anh be able 

to capture her range and her warmth? (Final) 
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7:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

  

7:30pm 

 

*Special 

Event* 

Australian Of The Year 2021 

(CC) 

Recognising the achievements of extraordinary Australians - nominated from eight states 

and territories in four categories. The Australian of the Year Awards hosted by Hamish 

Macdonald and Susie Youssef in Canberra.  

  

8:30pm Australia Remastered: Tasmania 

(CC,G)Final 

Tasmania is a world lost in time, an isolated pocket of Gondwana-era forests and Jurassic 

mountains sheltering animals that live nowhere else on the planet. Even in its isolation, 

the island is under threat. 

  

9:25pm The Crown and Us: The Story of The Royals in Australia 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised 

that the following program contains images and voices of people who have died)Final 

A look at the relationship between Australia and the Crown from 1974 til now, including 

the Royal secrets and scandals of the 80's and the impact of Princess Diana. Do we need 

a British monarch as our head of state? (Final) 

  

10:25pm Tomorrow Tonight: The Vice Card 

(CC,Repeat,PG)Final 

What are you willing to give up when the nanny state knows what's best for you? Charlie 

Pickering and Annabel Crabb join ethicist Dr Leslie Cannold and comedians Greig 

Pickhaver and Celia Pacquola on the season final. 

  

10:55pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia's most trusted news 

source. Michael Tetlow presents today's top stories, updated details and original 

reporting from coast to coast and around the globe. 

  

11:15pm Harrow: Facilis Descensus 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Violence) 

Harrow is desperate to prove once and for all that Francis Chester is alive and trying to 

kill him, but with no proof, even his most-trusted friends and colleagues doubt Harrow's 

state of mind.  

  

12:05am No Offence 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Nudity) 

The race to nail the Attahs sows seeds of mistrust and secrecy between Deering, Dinah 

and Joy. Dinah solves a chaotic puzzle when a staff protest at an abortion clinic takes an 

unexpected turn. 
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12:55am rage 

(CC,MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 

time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  
4:10am No Offence 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Nudity) 

The race to nail the Attahs sows seeds of mistrust and secrecy between Deering, Dinah 

and Joy. Dinah solves a chaotic puzzle when a staff protest at an abortion clinic takes an 

unexpected turn. 

  

5:00am Poh's Kitchen: Back To Malaysia 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Poh is taking us on one last trip to Malaysia to share more of the colourful experiences 

from her recent visit. She meets up again with two of Malaysia's most experienced and 

entertaining chefs, Florence Tan and Ismail Ahmad. 

  

5:30am Kurt Fearnley's One Plus One: Josh Niland 

(CC,Repeat) 

Celebrated chef Josh Niland shows Kurt Fearnley around the kitchen, and chats to him 

about sustainability, surviving childhood cancer, and winning the prestigious James 

Beard Book of the Year. 
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Tuesday, 26 January 2021 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

7:30am WugulOra Morning Ceremony 2021 

(CC) 

8:30am News Breakfast 
(CC) 

9:00am Australia Day: Flag Raising And Citizenship Ceremony 

(CC) 

10:15am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

11:00am Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:00pm Australian Of The Year 2021 

(CC,Repeat) 

2:00pm Salute To Australia 

(CC) 

2:35pm The Ex-PM 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language) 

3:00pm Silvia's Italian Table 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

3:30pm Poh's Kitchen Lends A Hand 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

4:00pm The Heights 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

4:30pm Back Roads 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

5:00pm Escape From The City 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

  

6:00pm Julia Zemiro's Home Delivery: Raelene Boyle 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Former track and field star Raelene Boyle takes Julia to her childhood home and to her 

primary school in Coburg Victoria, where they chat about her early family life and the 

beginnings of her sporting career. 

  

6:25pm Anh's Brush With Fame: Jessica Mauboy 

(CC,Repeat,PG,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the 

following program may contain images and voices of people who have died) 

Talented Darwin girl Jessica Mauboy joins Anh in his arts studio to talk about her journey 

to chart and television success, and the family that made it possible. 
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6:55pm Governor-General's Australia Day Address 

(CC) 

Australia's Governor-General David Hurley delivers his Australia Day message to the 

nation. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm 

 

*Premiere 

Event* 

Australia Day Live 2021 

(CC) 

Australia Day Live celebrates our nation with spectacular pyrotechnics, jet-skis, yachts, 

fly boarders and dancers around Circular Quay on Sydney Harbour, while some of 

Australia’s best musical talent take to the stage. 

  

9:30pm Australian Made 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Sexual References) 

In the summer of 1987 140,000 fans in six cities witnessed a landmark series of outdoor 

concerts. Digitally remastered with never-before-seen footage shot by the artists on tour 

this is a time capsule of our music history. 

  

10:50pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia’s most trusted news 

source. Michael Tetlow presents today’s top stories, updated details and original 

reporting from coast to coast and around the globe. 

  

11:10pm Glitch 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Violence) 

As Chris’ relationship with his brother is tested, Kate becomes increasingly suspicious of 

James and William. Meanwhile Kirstie tries to convince the Risen to take Sam’s offer as 

Phil discovers the truth about James.  

  

12:05am No Offence 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Sex Scenes, Violence) 

With Deering running rogue as she is suspended from duty, the team’s manhunt for a 

missing victim of the Attahs gathers huge urgency. It must be kept a secret to aid an 

unlikely alliance with Nora.  

  

12:55am rage 

(CC,MA,Rage Warning – Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex 

References, Violence) 

Australia’s longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 

time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 
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4:10am No Offence 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Sex Scenes, Violence) 

With Deering running rogue as she is suspended from duty, the team's manhunt for a 

missing victim of the Attahs gathers huge urgency. It must be kept a secret to aid an 

unlikely alliance with Nora.  

  

5:00am Poh's Kitchen: Truffles With Emmanuel Mollois 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Poh and Emmanuel Mollois are off to the Mundaring Truffle Festival in WA to find out 

more about this black, knobbly delicacy that grows underground and can cost up to 

$3000 dollars per kilo. 

  

5:30am Kurt Fearnley's One Plus One: Sam Mostyn 

(CC,Repeat) 

Sam Mostyn is an accomplished non-executive director and sits on the boards of 

numerous companies. She speaks to Kurt about the importance of diversity and how 

COVID-19 will change the way we measure success. 
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Wednesday, 27 January 2021 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Grand Designs: House Of The Year 

(Repeat) 

11:00am Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:00pm Australia Day Live 2021 

(CC,Repeat) 

3:00pm Silvia's Italian Table 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

3:30pm Poh's Kitchen Lends A Hand 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

4:00pm The Heights 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

4:30pm Back Roads 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

5:00pm Escape From The City 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

  

6:00pm Julia Zemiro's Home Delivery: Germaine Greer 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Germaine Greer's first home was in Melbourne's Sandringham, a place she doesn't 

remember with fondness. But having come to the UK in 1964, she shows Julia through 

her haunts in her now home, Cambridge. 

  

6:30pm Anh's Brush With Fame: Rosie Batty 

(CC,Repeat,PG,This program contains content that may concern some viewers.) 

Rosie Batty has put family violence on the national agenda. In a revealing and candid 

new episode, can Anh capture her irrepressible strength and resilience? 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Laura Tingle. 
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8:00pm Hard Quiz 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Sibling Rivalry - Does Chris know Nikola Tesla better than his brother Tim knows Black 

Sabbath? How will the bros go against Evie's Star Trek skills and Alison's piano 

proficiency? Tom Gleeson asks the tough questions. 

  

8:30pm 

 

 

Spicks and Specks: 2010s Special 
(CC,Repeat,PG)Final 

Adam, Alan and Myf are joined by Kate Miller-Heidke, Vance Joy, Luke McGregor and 

Claire Hooper for a look at everything music from the 2010s including Eurovision, Taylor 

Swift and how Adele answers the telephone. 

  

9:25pm TBA 

 

  

10:10pm QI: Restaurants 

(CC) 

Sandi Toksvig invites you to join her in the QI Restaurant alongside panellists Alan Davies, 

Phill Jupitus, Sara Pascoe and Mark Watson. 

  

10:40pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia's most trusted news 

source. Michael Tetlow presents today's top stories, updated details and original 

reporting from coast to coast and around the globe. 

  

10:55pm Judi Dench's Wild Borneo Adventure 

(CC,Repeat,G)Final 

Dame Judi Dench explores the threatened environment of the Kinabatangan River due to 

our insatiable appetite for timber and palm oils, and discovers how people and animals 

are fighting back to restore the forest. (Final) 

  

11:50pm No Offence 

(CC,Repeat,MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence)Final 

With Deering, Dinah and Joy's friendship in jeopardy and Donna missing, the race to 

prevent the Attahs' escape and to bag them once and for all puts the team's lives at 

stake. (Final) 

  

12:40am rage 

(CC,MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 

time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 
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4:10am No Offence 

(CC,Repeat,MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence)Final 

With Deering, Dinah and Joy's friendship in jeopardy and Donna missing, the race to 

prevent the Attahs' escape and to bag them once and for all puts the team's lives at 

stake. (Final) 

  

5:00am Poh's Kitchen: Darwin with Jacko Angeles 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Poh is back in Darwin soaking up the sun and enjoying delicious fresh seafood, all in the 

company of great friends. Local cook, Jacko shows Poh how Darwinites cook some of 

their local 'fishy' fare. 

  

5:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Laura Tingle. 
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Thursday, 28 January 2021 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Joanna Lumley's Unseen Adventures 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

11:00am Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

12:55pm The Delinquents 

(Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Nudity, Sexual References) 

2:40pm The Ex-PM 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language) 

3:05pm Silvia's Italian Table 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

3:30pm Poh's Kitchen Lends A Hand 

(CC,Repeat,G)Final 

4:05pm The Heights 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

4:30pm Back Roads 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

5:00pm Escape From The City 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

  

6:00pm Julia Zemiro's Home Delivery: Dave Faulkner 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Dave Faulkner, lead singer and songwriter of much-loved band the Hoodoo Gurus, goes 

back to Western Australia to show Julia some of the pivotal locations of his childhood, 

and chat about his musical beginnings. 

  

6:30pm Anh's Brush With Fame: Anthony Field 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Comedian, author and artist Anh Do paints Anthony Field. He's one of the world's most 

successful children's entertainers, but the Blue Wiggle's radiant smile has often masked a 

tough personal battle. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 
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7:30pm 

 

 

7.30 

(CC) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Laura Tingle. 

  

8:00pm Would I Lie To You? 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Joining team captains Lee Mack and David Mitchell this week are comedian Jo Brand, 

singer and Spice Girl Emma Bunton, athlete Jonnie Peacock and actor Shaun Williamson. 

  

8:30pm 

 

*Series Final* 

Rick Stein's Secret France 

(CC)Final 

Rick Stein approaches the end of his meander through France with a final glance at the 

culinary delights of the Languedoc, and he makes a confit tomato and aubergine tarte 

tatin. 

  

9:30pm Miriam Margolyes Almost Australian: The Lucky Country 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised 

that the following program contains images and voices of people who have died)Final 

On the final leg of her journey, Miriam hitches a ride to one of the most isolated parts of 

the country, the Gulf of Carpentaria, to see where the wealth of the Lucky Country 

comes from. 

  

10:30pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia's most trusted news 

source. Michael Tetlow presents today's top stories, updated details and original 

reporting from coast to coast and around the globe. 

  

10:50pm Nolan 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Sidney Nolan is one of Australia's greatest artists. His iconic images are treasures of the 

Australian visual language. This film explores the artist and the man from his early years 

to his extraordinary international career. 

  

11:50pm TBA 
 

  

12:50am Killing Eve: Meetings Have Biscuits 

(CC,Repeat,M,Violence) 

Villanelle agrees to a job which will take her back to London. Carolyn’s Moscow contacts 

come in use when Eve and the Bitter Pill team unravel a potential lead to The Twelve. 
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1:35am Would I Lie To You? 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Joining team captains Lee Mack and David Mitchell this week are comedian Jo Brand, 

singer and Spice Girl Emma Bunton, athlete Jonnie Peacock and actor Shaun Williamson. 

  

2:05am rage 

(CC,MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 

time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  

5:00am Poh's Kitchen: Sauces And Stir Frys With E Mollois 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Poh and French chef Emmanuel Mollois examine the art of sauces and stir-fries. They 

share some great tips including how to cut vegies for a stir-fry and to prepare a sauce 

that will make kids eat their vegetables. 

  

5:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Laura Tingle. 
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Friday, 29 January 2021 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Rick Stein's Secret France 

(CC,Repeat)Final 

11:00am Judi Dench's Wild Borneo Adventure 

(CC,Repeat,G)Final 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:00pm Unforgotten 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language) 

2:00pm The Letdown 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language)Final 

2:30pm The Ex-PM 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language) 

3:00pm Silvia's Italian Table 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

3:30pm Silvia's Italian Table 

(CC,Repeat,PG)Final 

4:00pm The Heights 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

4:30pm Back Roads 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

5:00pm Escape From The City 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

  

6:00pm Julia Zemiro's Home Delivery: Nicky Winmar 

(CC,Repeat,PG,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the 

following program contains images and voices of people who have died) 

Nicky Winmar is an AFL hero and one of the best Indigenous players ever to kick a 

Sherrin football. With Nicky as her guest, Julia travels to Pingelly, 158km outside of Perth 

in the West Australian wheat belt. 

  

6:30pm Anh's Brush With Fame: Megan Gale 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Anh Do paints the straight-talking Megan Gale. She has made a career of her beauty, but 

as she shares her triumphs and heartbreaks, it is her passion that informs Anh's portrait.  

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 
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7:30pm 

 

*Brand New* 

Nigella's Cook, Eat, Repeat 

(CC,G) 

Nigella's grandmother provides the inspiration for a caramel custard which reminds her 

of the creme caramel she loved as a child. In the streets of London Nigella introduces 

two dishes which make a perfect match. 

  

8:05pm Vera: Changing Tides 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Violence) 

DCI Vera Stanhope investigates the death of a young woman in a suspicious fire that rips 

through a coastal holiday park. 

  

9:35pm Mystery Road: The Waterhole 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language) 

Jay is desperate to clear Marley's name, but his investigation leads Emma to uncover a 

far greater crime. 

  

10:35pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia's most trusted news 

source. Michael Tetlow presents today's top stories, updated details and original 

reporting from coast to coast and around the globe. 

  

10:55pm Barracuda 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence)Final 

Two years later, Danny is still devastated by his loss. A fight with Martin puts Danny in 

danger of losing everything. Forced to confront his shame, Danny turns to Torma for a 

chance at redemption. (Final) 

  

11:55pm rage 

(MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex 

References, Violence) 

Your weekend begins with an all-night music video marathon. Rage brings you new 

music, emerging and independent Australian artists, plus classic hits, party favourites 

and songs you've never heard but will fall in love with. 

  

5:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Keep the party vibe going as the sun comes up with continuous music videos, from new 

releases to classics and the songs we've long forgotten. 
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Saturday, 30 January 2021 

6:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Your weekend starts here as rage counts down the hottest music videos of the week, 

with the latest chart toppers and brand new hit predictions. 

  

7:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Start your weekend informed and fully up-to-date as Fauziah Ibrahim and Kathryn 

Robinson bring you the latest news, in-depth analysis, politics, interviews, weather, 

culture and global affairs. Plus sport with Jared Coote. 

  

10:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Keep the party vibe going every Saturday morning with wall-to-wall music videos, from 

classic hits and long-forgotten tracks from the rage vault, to the latest new releases and 

special features. 

  

11:00am rage Guest Programmer 

(CC,PG) 

For over 30 years rage has been showcasing a diverse range of music videos from Aussie 

and international artists. Features special guests who program their favourites and 

themed specials. #WatchingRage 

  

12:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

12:30pm Employable Me Australia 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language) 

Despite communication challenges caused by his cerebral palsy, Eric fronts up to 

employers and asks for a chance. Kathleen's neuro-psych testing breaks down autism 

stereotypes. Paul pushes forward in the face of rejection.  

  

1:30pm Agatha Christie's The Witness For The Prosecution 

(CC,Repeat) 

Leonard Vole is accused of murdering society figure Emily French. What was the nature 

of their relationship, and will Leonard's wife, Romaine, provide an alibi for him? 
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2:20pm Making Child Prodigies 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

10-year-old dancer Kenzie is forging a promising career, but it's not without sacrifice. 

Callum's perfectionism causes him angst; while pianist Anwen sets herself a new 

challenge. 

  

3:00pm Nigella's Cook, Eat, Repeat 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Nigella's grandmother provides the inspiration for a caramel custard which reminds her 

of the creme caramel she loved as a child. In the streets of London Nigella introduces 

two dishes which make a perfect match. 

  

3:30pm Dream Gardens: Erskineville, NSW 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

A couple sacrifice their honeymoon to create a rooftop oasis for their inner-city 

apartment. Facing strata, weight and water restrictions will they succeed in going from 

barren to blissful? 

  

4:00pm Ask The Doctor: Cold and Flu 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

In this episode, we're helping you to fight off colds & flu. Dr Sandro reveals which home 

remedies work & which ones don't. Dr Shalin finds out what the difference is between 

colds & flu and what we can do to prevent them. 

  

4:30pm Landline Summer: All about Bees 

(CC,Repeat) 

A look back at some of our best stories. This episode is all about bees. The beehive 

detecting destructive hitch-hiking mites plus coordinating the mass migration of millions 

of bees to pollinate Australian orchards. 

  

5:00pm Football: A-League: Round 6 - Brisbane Roar v Melbourne City  
(CC) 

Brisbane Roar host Melbourne City in the Queensland heat and sunshine of a late 

Saturday afternoon in Redcliffe. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm Midsomer Murders: Send In The Clowns 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Sexual References)Final 

Things take a gruesome turn when Ferrabees Circus comes to town, bringing with it a 

chain of sinister clown sightings, threatening notes and dangerous circus acts. Barnaby 

has to face his fears in order to solve the case. 
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9:00pm Endeavour: Apollo 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Violence) 

As the highly-anticipated moon landings of Apollo 11 draw near, Endeavour now at 

Castle Gate CID, finds himself investigating the death of promising young astrophysicist 

Adam Drake and girlfriend Christine. 

  

10:30pm Call The Midwife 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes) 

The prospect of a new romance for Lucille brightens the mood at Nonnatus House and 

the husband of an expectant mother suffers with some inexplicable pains, similar to his 

wife's pregnancy symptoms.  

  

11:30pm Deep Water 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language) 

Roz deals with the trauma of her attack, while Lisa tries to fix her marriage. With her 

daughter's return, Kate struggles to keep her web of lies in tact.  

  

12:20am rage Guest Programmer 

(MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. Guest programmers curate an all-

night playlist of their all-time favourite clips. 

  

5:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Keep the party vibe going as the sun comes up with continuous music videos, from new 

releases to classics and the songs we've long forgotten. 
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Other States: 

Queensland  
  

3:00pm Nigella's Cook, Eat, Repeat 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Nigella's grandmother provides the inspiration for a caramel custard which reminds her of the 

creme caramel she loved as a child. In the streets of London Nigella introduces two dishes 

which make a perfect match. 

  

3:30pm Dream Gardens: Erskineville, NSW 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

A couple sacrifice their honeymoon to create a rooftop oasis for their inner-city apartment. 

Facing strata, weight and water restrictions will they succeed in going from barren to blissful? 

  

4:00pm Football: A-League: Round 6 - Brisbane Roar v Melbourne City  
(CC) 

Brisbane Roar host Melbourne City in the Queensland heat and sunshine of a late Saturday 

afternoon in Redcliffe. 

  

6:00pm Ask The Doctor: Cold and Flu 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

In this episode, we're helping you to fight off colds & flu. Dr Sandro reveals which home 

remedies work & which ones don't. Dr Shalin finds out what the difference is between colds & 

flu and what we can do to prevent them. 

  

6:30pm Landline Summer: All about Bees 

(CC,Repeat) 

A look back at some of our best stories. This episode is all about bees. The beehive detecting 

destructive hitch-hiking mites plus coordinating the mass migration of millions of bees to 

pollinate Australian orchards. 
 

Northern Territory 

  

3:00pm Nigella's Cook, Eat, Repeat 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Nigella's grandmother provides the inspiration for a caramel custard which reminds her of the 

creme caramel she loved as a child. In the streets of London Nigella introduces two dishes 

which make a perfect match. 

  

3:30pm Football: A-League: Round 6 - Brisbane Roar v Melbourne City  
(CC) 

Brisbane Roar host Melbourne City in the Queensland heat and sunshine of a late Saturday 

afternoon in Redcliffe. 
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5:30pm Dream Gardens: Erskineville, NSW 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

A couple sacrifice their honeymoon to create a rooftop oasis for their inner-city apartment. 

Facing strata, weight and water restrictions will they succeed in going from barren to blissful? 

  

6:00pm Ask The Doctor: Cold and Flu 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

In this episode, we're helping you to fight off colds & flu. Dr Sandro reveals which home 

remedies work & which ones don't. Dr Shalin finds out what the difference is between colds & 

flu and what we can do to prevent them. 
 

South Australia  
  

4:30pm Football: A-League: Round 6 - Brisbane Roar v Melbourne City  

(CC) 

Brisbane Roar host Melbourne City in the Queensland heat and sunshine of a late Saturday 

afternoon in Redcliffe. 

  

6:30pm Landline Summer: All about Bees 

(CC,Repeat) 

A look back at some of our best stories. This episode is all about bees. The beehive detecting 

destructive hitch-hiking mites plus coordinating the mass migration of millions of bees to 

pollinate Australian orchards. 
 

Western Australia  
  

1:30pm Short Cuts To Glory: Matt Okine vs Food: Fast Food 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Fast food doesn't have to be bad food. Gregory Llewellyn, Bernard Chu and Dan Hong show 

Matt a last-minute pasta, an instant 'cake in a mug' and pimped-up two-minute noodles all 

whipped up in a flash. 

  

2:00pm Football: A-League: Round 6 - Brisbane Roar v Melbourne City  
(CC) 

Brisbane Roar host Melbourne City in the Queensland heat and sunshine of a late Saturday 

afternoon in Redcliffe. 

  

4:30pm The Cook And The Chef: Winter And Chocolate 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Maggie Beer and Simon Bryant show you how to use chocolate in ways that aren't all that bad 

for you. Maggie whips up an Almond and Prune Slab and Simon tempts taste buds with 

Chocolate Espresso Pots. 
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4:55pm Making Child Prodigies 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

10-year-old dancer Kenzie is forging a promising career, but it's not without sacrifice. Callum's 

perfectionism causes him angst; while pianist Anwen sets herself a new challenge. 

  

5:25pm Nigella's Cook, Eat, Repeat 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Nigella's grandmother provides the inspiration for a caramel custard which reminds her of the 

creme caramel she loved as a child. In the streets of London Nigella introduces two dishes 

which make a perfect match. 

  

5:55pm Dream Gardens: Erskineville, NSW 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

A couple sacrifice their honeymoon to create a rooftop oasis for their inner-city apartment. 

Facing strata, weight and water restrictions will they succeed in going from barren to blissful? 

  

6:30pm Landline Summer: All about Bees 

(CC,Repeat) 

A look back at some of our best stories. This episode is all about bees. The beehive detecting 

destructive hitch-hiking mites plus coordinating the mass migration of millions of bees to 

pollinate Australian orchards. 
 


